1) Overview of retreat agenda
   Small edits
   Future planning
   Brainstorm 10 things to accomplish
   (5 by end of day)
   Title IX training for all students.
   OCR: "continued training for all students"
   UNV 110 and student affairs collaboration

2) Overview of emerging initiatives
   “5thT” non-profit to operate
   Conway "storefront"
   Part of the Clemson “Technology Villages"

3) Academic outreach - stronger initiative (beyond OLLI)
   Possibilities of credit bearing programming at:
   79th street
   Georgetown
   Scheduling
   Alternate semesters structure
   Different start and end dates
   Winterim

4) Unified model for coordinators across university
   Look over models across university and confirm/compare
   See if what you request fits the standards

5) No new slots for next year
   Do have the 22 frozen and unfilled left over
   Maybe use time-limited for Visiting Lecturers or VAPs?